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Abstract—An academic conference is one popular meeting
platform where researchers could present and discuss their
works in a particular research topic of interests. One of the wellknown databases including conference publications is Scopus,
which is also used in this paper as a case study. Most of the time,
statistical data related to conference publications including
citations is used in many real-world analyzes such as
constructing conference ranking systems, and conference
quality assessment. The statistical records and analysis on
individual conferences are then necessary. However, a main
difficulty of the automatic analysis is names of each conference
are usually recorded and referred in the database differently.
They may include different styles of year tags, and decorate
words such as IEEE, ACM, and proceeding. Therefore, this
paper proposes a novel rule-based approach to eliminate
duplicated conference names and re-assigned them with unique
pseudo IDs which can be used for any further analysis. The
proposed method is validated on ERA2010 and CORE2018 with
relative errors of 0.7% and 0.4% respectively. Then, it is applied
on Scopus 2006-2010, Scopus 2010-2014, and Scopus 2014-2018,
with reported duplicated conference names of 38.9%, 42.6%,
and 36.2% respectively.
Keywords— Unique Conference Names, Scopus, ERA, CORE,
Rules

I. INTRODUCTION
The scientific study and analysis of publications
publishing needs a large number of statistical data records,
such as publication’s name, source’s name, and yearly citation
number. The study of conference’s citations also needs a large
number of statistical data which has been collected over years.
Names of conference sources would be referred as many as a
number of published papers. The following is an example of a
set of conference names that have been referred overs years.

Fig. 1. A sample set of conference names with their components including
abbreviations, keyword, year tags, and time tags.
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It can always happen that a conference source is referred
in different styles. Considering the figure 1, there are four
different styles of years and referencing names which refer to
a same conference source. These differences involve positions
and formatting of words and sentences that are grouped
together. A referencing conference name usually consists of
four components including year tag, time tag, keyword, and
abbreviation.
To identify unique conference names from conference
name list, the first important step is to categorize those
mentioned four components, whereas each conference name
will be separated into different groups according to their types.
Aside from the four main components’ types already
mentioned (year tag, time tag, keyword, and abbreviation),
there are other auxiliary components’ types in the conference
name such as general word, peculiar word, reserved word, and
symbol, which could be found in some conference names. In
this paper, analyzing the categorized components using rulebased mechanism can support the decision in the identification
process. For a large number of conference names, it is not easy
to do such cleansing process of conference names manually,
it requires a lot of continuous efforts and times. To build an
automatic identification process of unique conference names
using rule-based system can help this process easily and
efficiently. This is the main objective of this research paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Background
knowledge is mentioned in the section II. The proposed
system design and development are explained in the section
III. The data acquisition and results are summarized in the
section IV. Then, the conclusion is drawn in the section V.
II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
This section explains necessary background knowledge
for understanding and developing the proposed method of the
automatic identification of unique conference names, in the
Scopus database within the computing disciplines as a case
example. The CORE and ERA are used to validating the
effectiveness of the proposed solution.
A. Scopus
Scopus [1-3] is the Elsevier’s abstract and citation
database of peer-reviewed writing such as logical diaries,
books, and conference procedures. It was launched in 2004.
Conveying a comprehensive diagram of the world's inquiries
yields within the areas of science, pharmaceutical, innovation,
social sciences, and expressions and humanities. Scopus’s
highlights savvy devices to track, analyse and visualize the
inquires. Scopus offers free highlights to non-subscribed

clients and is accessible through Scopus. Researchers may
utilize Scopus to help with their researches, such as looking
creators, and learning more approximately Scopus substance
scope and source measurements.
B. ERA
Excellence in Research for Australia (ERA) [4] is
organized by the Australian Research Council (ARC)
responsibility, the Australia’s national research evaluation
framework. ERA aims to recognize and promote research
activity and excellence in Australia’s higher education
institutions. Its first full round was launched in 2010. Then,
the results were published in 2011. This was the first time in
Australia to formally record discipline strengths and areas for
development.
C. CORE
The Computing Research and Education Association of
Australasia, or CORE [5], is an association of university
departments of computer science in Australia and New
Zealand. Before the year 2004, it was known as another name
of Computer Science Association (CSA). In addition, the
CORE Conference Ranking is designed for assessing major
conferences in the area of computing fields. The rankings are
organized by the CORE executive committees. They are
considered in periodic rounds of submission requests, in order
to add or re-rank conferences. In the submission process, the
requestor is asked to state the objective data which is used for
allocating academic committees.
D. Programming language and tools
HTML language [6] and jQuery [7] are used to build a
simple web-based application for retrieving and processing
the conference data tracker file. HTML language is designed
for documents displayed in a web browser. While the jQuery
can do tasks such as the HTML document traversal and
manipulation, event handling, animation, and Ajax. In
addition, it is fast, small, and feature-rich JavaScript library.
With an easy-to-use API that works across a multitude of
browsers, it could be much simpler to use. The jQuery has
changed the way of writing JavaScript, using a combination
of versatility and extensibility.
E. Strings Similarity
Calculating the similarity of strings [8] is an essential
operation in this research work for evaluating the degree of
similarity between any two conference names. To enhance the
performance of similarity calculation against a large set of
strings, the Fast-Join [9] is an effective technique to deal with
the problem. In the system implementation of this work used
the fuzzyset.js [10] which is an online library providing a
complete set of methods for strings’ similarity calculations.
The fuzzyset.js creates a data structure to compute similarity
scores by comparing a search string against potential matches
in the dictionary and order the matches by a similarity score.
III. SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
A. Data Retrieving
The sets of conference data using in this experiment had
been retrieved from Scopus website (www.scopus.com) with
the advanced feature of searching, in order to query for a set
of conference papers in the computer science from years 2006-

2010, 2010-2014 and 2014-2018. The following is the script
for query the first range of years.
DOCTYPE (cp) AND PUBYEAR > 2005 AND PUBYEAR < 2011 AND
(LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA, "COMP"))

The result of the query is beyond eight hundred thousand
records, whereas Scopus’ policy limits data transferring at
twenty thousand records at a time. In other word, a set of each
sample data consists of a twenty thousand records of
conference papers with a number of statistical data such as
numbers of citations and conferences’ names.
B. Data Cleansing and Preparation
An extraction of contexts of a conference name will be
simpler and easier if unrelated contents are removed.
Cleansing of a conference name involves removing of yeartag, time-tag, leading or following symbol, reserved word, and
other alternative details such as texts inside a parenthesis.
Furthermore, to enhance the effective extraction process, there
are a number of word lists which have to be pre-defined before
the extraction begin. The following names are groups of word
lists that have to be prepared.
•

Keywords List: A list of keywords.

•

Reserved Words List: A list of reserved words that
must not be appeared in the keywords list.

•

Abbreviations List: A list of known abbreviation tags.

•

Peculiar Words List: A list of general words that are
written in a peculiar way, which often makes the
extraction process confused whether they are
abbreviation tags or not.

TABLE I.

THE LIST OF RULE-BASED CONSTRAINTS.

C. Data analysis and processing
As shown in figure 2, it describes the overall processes of
the proposed solution. In the first step, abbreviations and
keywords are extracted from the given conference name,
within the data cleansing and preparation processes. After
that, they are compared with the abbreviations and keywords
that have been recorded in the Word List for retrieving the
most similar conference name.

Fig. 2. Overview of the System

D. Keywords Extraction Algorithm
The detailed process of the keyword extraction is
explained in algorithms 1 and 2 below.

The thresholds used in the algorithm and rule-based
constraints are calculated empirically.
E. Conference Names Matching
The conference names matching system is designed to
identify the unique conference names using the rule-base
decision constrain as shown in the table I.
The rule-based constrain is used for evaluating the key
components that are extracted from the conference names.
The following equation illustrates how to get the most
matching record with regarding of the availability of
abbreviation and the similarity of keyword.
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The abbreviations matching is the process of identifying
the availability of the given abbreviation, as illustrated below.
( , )=
ℎ ∈{ .. ( , )
= 1 if a is found in A; or
= 0 if a is not found in A

(2)

Keywords Similarity is the process of calculating the
similarity between two set of keywords by the fuzzyset.js [10],
as illustrated below.
( , )=

( , )

(3)

IV. DATA ACQUISITION AND RESULT
The proposed system of automatic identification of unique
conference names, as shown in figure 2, starts with the preprocessing step including the data cleansing and data
preparation. It is done by using the rule-based technique to
automatically match conference names by distributing
pseudo-ids. That means the conference names that are likely
to be the names of a same conference will receive the same
pseudo-id.

The other datasets also used in this work are from Scopus
2010-2014, Scopus 2014-2018, ERA 2010, and CORE 2018.
Table II shows a summarized table of results from those
datasets. Observing among the results that came from Scopus,
the number of unique and duplicated conference names go in
the same way, but ERA and CORE do not. Generally, the
conference data taken from Scopus has a lot of duplicated
conference names, approximately 40%, as show in the last
row of Table II.

TABLE III.

Fig. 3. An sample diagram illustrating the numbers of unique conference
names remaining in each process.

Considering the Scopus’s conference data records that
published between years 2006 to 2010. We received 20,000
records which are conferences published in the area of
computer science. In the pre-processing process, there
remains 2,553 records of different conference names for
extracting the abbreviations and keywords. In the name
matching process, each record has been considered using the
rule-base decision constraint for identifying the similarity.
Finally, there are 1,561 unique conference names remaining.
Thus, the 1,561 records received different pseudo IDs whereas
the other 992 records which are identified as being duplicated
conference names, receive the duplicated pseudo IDs, as
shown in the table II.
TABLE II.

TABLE OF RESULT SUMMARY FROM DIFFERENCE DATA SET.

TABLE OF ERA CONFLICTED CONFERENCE NAMES.

similar conference names conflicted, as showed in Tables III
and IV.
Some scientific studies and analysis of publications can
take advantage of this work to automatic identifying the
referring conference names from difference systems, styles,
and years. For example, it can be used to preliminary analyse
changes in conference sources. Figure 4 shows the number of
conferences in Scopus that are continued held across the range
of years.
Fig. 4. Venn diagram of overlapping in Scopus conferences across different
ranges of years.

Figure 5 shows the corresponding conference sources
across 3 ranking systems including Scopus, ERA, and CORE.
The numbers inside the overlapping area describe how many
conferences are ranked across the ranking systems.
V. CONCLUSION

Fig. 5. Venn diagram of overlapping among Scopus, ERA and CORE.

TABLE IV.

This paper proposed the system to automatically identify
unique conference names using the rule-based constraints. In
the pre-processing step, the various styles of publication data
have to be formatted and filtered into a single column list
enabling the abbreviations and keyword extraction simply
works. Abbreviations and keywords are the main keys to
evaluate the similarity and identify the unique names. The
result of this work shows the relation, correspondence, and
changes of conference sources that are useful for scientific
study and analysis of publications publishing and ranking.
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